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E-CHESS TOURNAMENT 
INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT BETWEEN PLAYERS FROM THE 7 PARTNER UNIVERSITIES

THURSDAY 20 OCTOBER
18:00-20:00

Full programme of the EUNICE Weeks 2022

THURSDAY 10 NOVEMBER 
20:00 - 22:00

 

TUESDAY 15 NOVEMBER
16:00-18:00

EUROPEAN VALUES, EUROPEAN IDENTITY, EUROPEAN CULTURE:
RE-SHAPING TEACHING AND RESEARCHING IN LAW FACULTIES
INVITED LECTURE HOSTED BY UNICT (ITALY)

CULTURAL SESSION HOSTED BY BTU (GERMANY)

THURSDAY 17 NOVEMBER 
20:00-22:00

TUESDAY 22 NOVEMBER
16:00-17:00 

THE SOUND OF EUROPE : CLASSICAL CONCERT

INVITED LECTURE HOSTED BY UVAASA (FINLAND)

NEW SPACE ECONOMY AND EU

“Shape your multicultural intelligence to build up your European future”

TUESDAY 8 NOVEMBER
20:00-22:00

SCIENTIFIC INTEGRITY: AND SO WHAT?
INVITED LECTURE HOSTED BY UMONS (BELGIUM)

IN COLLABORATION WITH FRENCH-SPEAKING CHESS FEDERATION OF BELGIUM

VIRTUAL VISIT OF THE "ÉCOMUSÉE DE L'AVESNOIS" (FOURMIES)
CULTURAL SESSION HOSTED BY UPHF (FRANCE)

SUNDAY 23 - THURSDAY 27
OCTOBER

MIXED VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT AT PUT (POLAND)
INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT BETWEEN PLAYERS FROM THE 7 PARTNER UNIVERSITIES

THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER
17:00-17:45

TOUR OF THE  EXHIBITION "DAMIÁN ORTEGA: EXPANDED VIEW"
CULTURAL SESSION HOSTED BY UC (SPAIN)

WEDNESDAY 9 NOVEMBER
12:00-14:00

MOBILITY FORUM FOR STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY 16 NOVEMBER
12:00-14:00

MOBILITY FORUM FOR STAFF



20th October 2022
18:00-20:00

Alliance Games: E-CHESS TOURNAMENT
UMONS (Belgium)

“Shape your multicultural intelligence to build up your European future”

The best chess players of the seven EUNICE partner universities will come
together to compete in a  100% virtual tournament  organized by the

University of Mons (Belgium) with support from the French-speaking Chess
Federation of Belgium.  

 
The winner of this Swiss-format tournament (no eliminations, addition of

points) will be awarded a special EUNICE Prize : a 320 EUR voucher to
encourage mobility within EUNICE countries.  

 
The one-night event will be streamed live on EUNICE Youtube website with

comments from 
Jan Kabzinski - Lara Hernandez (France; ELO 2053)

 
Come join us and support your university team ! 

 
 



23rd -27th October

Alliance Games: Mixed-volleyball
TOURNAMENT

PUT  (Poland)

“Shape your multicultural intelligence to build up your European future”

 
An international volleyball tournament between the teams of the seven
partner universities will be held in Poland, at the Poznan University of

Technology between the 23rd and the 27th October. 
Each EUNICE university will be represented by 6 players (male and female)

in this first-ever on site EUNICE sport tournament. 
 

The on-site tournament will also give opportunity to students of the
Alliance to come together through cultural visits, hybrid lectures, get-

together events and much more. Special focus will be given on research
opportunities within the Alliance and on future projects as the EUNICE

Student Advisory Board will have its first face-to-face meeting during the
tournament.

 
Stay tuned for more information on the tournament and the

Poznan get-together !



8th November
20:00-22:00

Scientific Integrity : and so what?
Prof. Danielle Balériaux

UMONS (Belgium)

“Shape your multicultural intelligence to build up your European future”

Is research integrity not just obvious to each researcher and each mentor?
How much important and most of all, how frequent is misconduct in the

scientific world? The EU Council on research integrity adopted in
December 2015 the “European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity"

developed by the European Science Foundation (ESF) and All European
Academies (ALLEA). Since, all European countries should have

implemented those fundamental recommendations in order “to respect
the highest integrity standards in performing research and

communicating it for the benefit of humanity now and in the future”
 

In fact, research integrity concerns a vast topic and the origin of
misconduct in the research world should be analyzed and defeated. Our

“digital” world facilitates producing and disseminating false results,
plagiarism and many more subtle misbehaving. 

The Covid crisis has probably made those issues concerning research
integrity more acutely visible and “Science” has been questioned by the

world.
 

So, yes, integrity matters a lot without hampering freedom in
research!



“Shape your multicultural intelligence to build up your European future”

For students:  9th November
For staff:  16th November

 
12:00-14:00

Mobility Forums
UMONS (Belgium)

The obective behind the mobility forums is to promote mobility
opportunities among partner institutions of the EUNICE Alliance , not

only for students but also for university staff. 
 

Organized on the platform GatherTown, the mobility forums are fully
virtual  and will allow participants to meet members of partner

universities as well as representatives of International Relations Offices
who will inform them on mobility opportunities. 

 
For students , it will be a unique opprtunitiy to meet European youth

and to have straightforward conversations about mobilities.
 

For staff , the mobility forums will be a sharing space to connect with
orther professionals in their field and to maybe discuss new

collaborations.



10th November
20:00-22:00

 Virtual visit of the "Écomusée de l'Avesnois"
in Fourmies

UPHF (France)

“Shape your multicultural intelligence to build up your European future”

UPHF History Master students - specialists in the international cultural
promotion and multimedia narratives of History - invite you to join
them for a virtual visit of the "Ecomusée de l'Avesnois". They have

selected some works  of art especially for EUNICE participants as well
as a story to share with their international audience.

 
 Our amazing tour-guides for the day are trained in a new software

created by Makram MESTIRI (holder of the junior chair Digital
Heritage): VECOS. This software allows the edition of a virtual visit. 

EUNICE participants will thus virtually visit the museum in real
conditions as if they were on site. A virtual visit plan will be proposed

to the participants for them to define their route and the different
works they want to see. 

 
Come and join our UPHF tour-guides, you only need a phone

and a good Internet connexion ! 



15th November
16:00-18:00

EUROPEAN VALUES, EUROPEAN IDENTITY, EUROPEAN CULTURE:
Re-shaping teaching and researching in law faculties

Prof. Rosaria Sicurella 
UNICT (Italy)

“Shape your multicultural intelligence to build up your European future”

The ECJ jurisprudence has progressively shaped the European legal order according
to a constitutional approach, established on shared fundamental principles

originating from the peculiar osmosis of very different national models.
The very close relationship and the interdependence between the Member States

resulting from the integration process, and especially the development of the EU as a
borderless area, would be inconceivable in the absence of a well-grounded set of

common values – now formally established by the provision in article 2 TEU –, that are
then to be considered as among the constituent elements of European identity,

funding a inherent trust among the Member States.
 

The lecture aims at stressing the pivotal role that Universities should play in boosting
such a European identity, by developing a shared culture (in the wide sense) that is

going to provide an essential tool to encourage an ever-growing mutual
understanding and communication among all interested people. The lecture will
also focus on the need to stimulate a useful confrontation with various teaching

models, with the aim to achieve the definition of teaching and training schemes in
adequation with the needs for true European students and researchers who are

expected to travel for their studies, trainings and work experiences. 



17th November
20:00-22:00

The Sound of Europe: Classical Concert
BTU (Germany)

 
 

“Shape your multicultural intelligence to build up your European future”

Music is known to be a balm for the soul. The BTU students of instrumental
and vocal pedagogy breathe music. 

 
Anyone who wants to watch - and above all listen - to them will have the
opportunity to do so during the EUNICE weeks. The university orchestra

Collegium musicum, conducted by Krzysztof Switalski, will give a classcial
concert for EUNICE. They will play music from composers of the partner

countries of the European University Alliance. 
 

In addition to its core of music students, the ensemble also has an influx of
music-loving amateurs from the city of Cottbus and its surrounding areas.
The young musicians are supported by professional instrumentalists from

the circle of music teachers and from the ranks of professional musicians -
on this evening, for example, by musicians from the Polish town of Zielona

Gora. 
 

Although the concert will not be live, viewers will be given the opportunity
to speak live with the director of the Collegium musicum Orchestra and

ask him their questions after the broadcast



22nd November
16:00-17:00

New space economy and EU
Prof. Heidi Kuusniemi

UVAASA (Finland)

“Shape your multicultural intelligence to build up your European future”

The global, rapidly growing space economy, covers the utilisation of
diverse technologies in a multitude of vertical markets, applications and

societally critical services. The European Union’s space policy actively
contributes to fighting climate change, stimulates technological advances
and innovation, and provides socio-economic benefits to citizens. Finland

has embraced space, starting with innovative university missions, and now
its space sector has progressed to the second-fastest-growing in Europe as

measured by investment/capita. Success in the space sector can be
achieved only in the presence of open and active dialogue and

collaboration between the commercial sector, policymakers and academia,
and in wide international collaboration. 

 
This talk addresses the new space economy in the EU – its

current state and the new opportunities for collaboration and
growth. 



24th November
17:00-17:45

 "Damián Ortega: Expanded view"
Exhibition tour

UC (Spain)

 

“Shape your multicultural intelligence to build up your European future”

Damián Ortega (Mexico City, 1967) began his career as a political cartoonist.
He joined Gabriel Orozco’s workshop Taller de los viernes from 1987 to 1992. In

2005 he was nominated for the Hugo Boss Prize and in 2007 was nominated
for the Preis der Nationalgalerie für junge Kunst. Similarly in 2014 he received
the Smithsonian Artist Research Fellowship from the Smithsonian Institution

and in 2006 he made an artistic residency at Deutscher Akademischer
Austausch Dienst (DAAD) in Berlin. 

 
Damián Ortega: Expanded View brings together nine of Damián Ortega’s

suspended works for the first time, giving visitors a new transcendent view of
the world around us. Ortega uses his ingenuity and humour to deconstruct

familiar objects and processes. By changing their functions and transforming
them into original experiences and hypothetical situations, he raises broader

issues such as the economic, social and political discourse associated with the
material and the relationships it is given.

 
Program of this session includes a contextualization of the exhibition

through images and a virtual tour of the exhibition with comments on the
most important artworks and Q&A


